We demonstrate time-dependent polarization transfer from molecular rotation to nuclear spin. The H 35 Cl ͑v =2,J =1, M =1͒ state is excited with a 1.7 m laser pulse, and then dissociated with a delayed 235 nm laser pulse to produce 35 Cl atoms. Time-dependent polarizations of both H 35 Cl ͑v =2,J =1͒ molecules and 35 Cl͑ 2 P 3/2 ͒ atoms, which vary due to hyperfine quantum beating, are measured. The
Control over angular momentum polarization in atomic and molecular gases is important to many fields, including medical imaging ͓1͔, atomic and nuclear collisions ͓2,3͔, reaction dynamics ͓4͔, and quantum computation ͓5,6͔. Wellestablished techniques for the preparation of polarized gases such as Stern-Gerlach separation ͓7͔ and optical pumping ͓8͔ achieve high degrees of atomic polarization ͑close to 100% for both cases͒; however, both techniques have major limitations. For example, Stern-Gerlach separation is limited to low densities ͑typically no more than 10 12 atoms/ cm 3 ͒, whereas many atoms do not have efficient optical pumping schemes using existing laser sources. Optical pumping has been applied most successfully with the alkali atoms, and other species can be polarized using the spin-exchange optical pumping technique ͓3,9͔. Recently, the dynamic nuclear polarization ͑DNP͒ technique has been developed to produce highly polarized solid and liquid samples ͓10͔. A technique suitable for the preparation of polarized gas-phase atoms at high densities, proposed by van Brunt and Zare ͓11͔ but demonstrated only in recent years ͓12͔, is molecular photodissociation. This technique is limited by the details of the parent molecule photodissociation mechanism, but many favorable cases have been found. In addition, the dissociation mechanism is only capable of polarizing the electronic angular momentum of the photofragments, leaving any nuclear spin as a source of depolarization. To solve this problem, it was recently proposed to polarize the parent molecules' nuclear spins by transferring polarization from molecular rotation of state-prepared molecules, using the hyperfine coupling interaction ͓13,14͔ ͑a similar proposal was also made for the production of polarized ions ͓15͔͒. Here, we report the observation of the time-dependent polarization transfer from molecular rotation to nuclear spin, in the case of H 35 Cl ͑v =2,J =1, M =1͒ molecular rotation to 35 Cl nuclear spin, on the nanosecond timescale. This work demonstrates a new technique for the production of polarized atoms and molecules, and may be especially useful for the production of polarized atoms and molecules that are not amenable to optical pumping.
The H 35 Cl ͑v =2,J =1, M =1͒ state is prepared at t = 0 with a laser pulse, without hyperfine resolution. This state corresponds to one quantum of rotational angular momentum that is oriented in the laboratory frame. At later times, polarization is exchanged between the molecular rotation and the 35 Cl nuclear spin via the hyperfine quantum beating effect described theoretically elsewhere ͓11,12,16-18͔, on a timescale of a few tens of nanoseconds for the case of H 35 Cl. A second laser pulse dissociates the H 35 Cl ͑v =2,J =1͒ state at a later time and thus "freezes" the polarization exchange between the molecular rotation and the 35 Cl nuclear spin. Once 35 Cl atoms are formed following molecular photodissociation, a similar polarization exchange phenomenon is established between the 35 Cl nuclear and electronic angular momentum, only this beating takes place on a much faster, subnanosecond, timescale. This polarization exchange provides an indirect way to probe the nuclear polarization through pulsed-laser detection of the electronic angular momentum polarization, which reflects the original nuclear polarization. Because the Nd-Yag pumped lasers used here have pulse durations of a few nanoseconds, the time-average of the polarization beating between the electronic and the nuclear spin is detected. If the time that elapses between the molecular state-preparation and the photodissociation is gradually increased, then the shape of the quantum beating responsible for the polarization transfer between the molecular rotation and the nuclear spin is observed. Photodissociation and polarization detection can be realized with the same laser pulse, a fact that considerably simplifies our experiment.
A 5% mixture of HCl in He was supersonically expanded into the extraction region of a Wiley-McLaren time-of-flight ͑TOF͒ mass spectrometer ͓shown in Fig. 1͑a͒ , and described in detail elsewhere ͓19͔͔ via a pulsed nozzle operating at 20 Hz ͑backing pressure between 0.5 and 1 bar͒, which cools the HCl to a rotational temperature of about 15 K, so that about 60% of the population is in the HCl ͑v =0,J =0͒ ground state. This state is subsequently excited to the HCl *zare@stanford.edu † ptr@iesl.forth.gr PHYSICAL REVIEW A 76, 012503 ͑2007͒ ͑v =2,J =1, M =1͒ state with circularly polarized infrared light at about 1.7 m ͓20͔, such that all the hyperfine states were coherently excited ͑the laser bandwidth of about 1.0 cm −1 is about 1000 times broader than the hyperfine splittings͒. Approximately 30 mJ/pulse of IR light is generated by a two-step process, involving difference frequency mixing followed by optical parametric amplification ͓18͔. The focused IR light was able to saturated this overtone transition; in contrast, the excitation to HCl ͑v =1,J =1͒ can be saturated for a large laser-beam diameter ͑at least 1 cm͒, for experiments where a large volume or production rate is required. For the first set of the experiments, HCl ͑v =2,J =1͒ molecules were detected by state-specific three-photon ionization at 250.70 nm ͓21-23͔: the molecules are resonantly two-photon excited to the HCl ͑v =1,J =2͒ of the electronically excited F state ͑referred to as the R͑1͒ F-X ͑1,2͒ transition͒, and subsequently one more photon ionizes these excited HCl molecules. The circular polarization was alternated between left and right on a shot-to-shot basis using a photoelastic modulator ͑PEM 80 Hinds Electronics͒ and a quarter waveplate to produce ionization signals, denoted by I͑L͒ and I͑R͒. The HCl + ions were detected with a TOF mass spectrometer ͓17͔ for delays of 0 to 200 ns between the pump ͑IR͒ and the probe ͑UV͒ laser pulses. For the second set of experiments, Cl͑ 2 P 3/2 ͒ atoms were both produced from the photodissociation of HCl ͑v =2,J =1͒ and detected by three-photon ionization via the 4p 2 P 1/2 ← 3p 2 P 3/2 twophoton transition, using circularly polarized light at 234.63 nm ͓24͔. The UV light for the multiphoton-ionization steps is generated by frequency doubling in BBO the output of a Nd:Yag-pumped dye laser, to produce about 2 mJ/pulse ͓17͔ ͑only about 0.1 mJ/pulse was used͒. Photodissociation of HCl occurs via the A 1 ⌸͑1͒, a 3 ⌸͑1͒, and t 3 ͚͑1͒ states to produce Cl͑ 2 P 3/2 ͒ and Cl͑ 2 P 3/2 ͒ atoms ͓25͔; the latter, if probed, should also show similar polarization effects. As before, the I͑L͒ and I͑R͒ signals were detected for pump-probe delays between 0 to 200 ns. In Fig. 1͑b͒ we show the ionization scheme of the Cl͑ 2 P 3/2 ͒ atoms, demonstrating that only the M J Cl = −3 / 2 state is detected for I͑L͒, and only the M J Cl = +3/2 state for I͑R͒. We note that our experimental scheme is only sensitive to polarization produced by the infrared pump laser, and not to any electronic Cl-atom polarization produced by the photodissociation, as the photodissociation and probe steps occur with the same laser pulse, so that the relative polarizations of the photodissociation and probe photons is the same for I͑L͒ and I͑R͒.
In Fig. 2 we display the signal ratio R = ͓I͑L͒ −I͑R͔͒ / ͓I͑L͒ +I͑R͔͒ for the detection of the HCl ͑v =2,J =1͒ state and Cl͑ 2 P 3/2 ͒ atoms, as well as the theoretical predictions for this ratio, for pump-probe delays between 0 and 200 ns. These signals can be expressed in the form of a multipole expansion,
where the A 0 ͑k͒ ͑J HCl , t =0͒ describe the initial m-state distribution of the HCl͑v =2,J =1͒ state: A 0 ͑1͒ ͑J HCl , t =0͒ =1/ ͱ 2 and A 0 ͑2͒ ͑J HCl , t =0͒ =1/2, which give p͑J HCl =1, M J HCl =1͒ = 1 and p͑J HCl =1, M J HCl 1͒ =0 at t =0 ͓11͔. The G ͑k͒ ͑t͒ give the time-dependence of the M-state distribution due to the hyperfine beating ͓11͔, and the s k are the detection sensitivity factors for the A 0 ͑k͒ parameters in the ionization scheme; for the R͑1͒ F-X ͑1,2͒ transition used here, s 1 =−1/ ͱ 2 and s 2 = −1. Notice that the only difference between I͑R͒ and I͑L͒ is the sign of the dipole term ͑k =1͒, which is sensitive to the helicity of the probe light. Equation ͑1͒ is used to calculate the signal ratio R = ͓I͑L͒ −I͑R͔͒ / ͓I͑L͒ +I͑R͔͒ shown in Fig.  2͑a͒ .
In Fig. 2͑b͒ we similarly display the ratio R for Cl͑ 2 P 3/2 ͒ atoms as well as the theoretical prediction. The time- dependence of the Cl-atom ionization signals can also be described by a multipole expansion,
where s 1 =9/ ͱ 15 and s 2 =5/4 for the detection transition of the Cl͑ 2 P 3/2 ͒ atoms. The H av ͑k͒ factors, equal to G av ͑k͒ , describe the time-averaged degree of the polarization of the electronic spin, which has been transferred from the 35 Cl nuclear spin polarization; here H av ͑1͒ = 0.5 and H av ͑2͒ = 0.27 ͓15͔.
In Fig. 3 we display the time-dependent M-state expectation values ͗M J HCl ͑t͒͘ and ͗M I Cl ͑t͒͘, by multiplying the polarization data for the HCl ͑v =2,J =1͒ molecule and the Cl͑ 2 P 3/2 ͒ atom by the factor I͑L͒ +I͑R͒ from Eqs. ͑1͒ and ͑2͒, respectively. The Cl͑ 2 P 3/2 ͒ atom data is multiplied by an extra factor of 2 to show the nascent 35 Cl nuclear polarization, as the polarization is later shared equally between the nuclear and electronic angular momentum. We see that the values of ͗M J HCl ͑t͒͘ and ͗M I Cl ͑t͒͘ vary in a complementary fashion and sum to unity, as expected from conservation of angular momentum projection ͑and the fact that polarization transfer to the proton spin is negligible on these timescales͒. For a pump-probe delay of 145 ns, the 35 Cl nuclear polarization reaches a maximum value of ͗M I Cl ͑t͒͘ Ϸ 1.1, when ͗M J HCl ͑t͒͘ Ϸ −0.1. The agreement between the experimental measurement and the theoretical prediction matches within experimental error, and we see no depolarization on these timescales and under these experimental conditions. We are not aware of the depolarization rates of the polarized Cl͑ 2 P 3/2 ͒ atoms, so we cannot estimate the polarization dependence at longer times than observed here.
In these experiments, the supersonic expansion produces an HCl density of about 10 15 cm −3 at the laser interaction region. About 30% of these molecules ͑within the IR beam͒ are excited to the HCl ͑v =2,J =1͒ state and, subsequently, approximately all of them can be photodissociated ͑within the tightly focussed UV beam͒, so that the pulsed Cl atom density in this small region is about 10 14 cm −3 , with production rates about 10 11 /pulse. These densities and rates can be increased significantly ͑up to about 2 and 4 orders of magnitude, respectively͒ with higher HCl densities in the expansion, and with a larger pump-probe laser volume ͓achieved with higher photodissociation-laser power and/or with multiple passes of the photodissociation laser beam, and IR pumping the HCl ͑v =1,J =1͒ state, allowing a large IR beam͔.
The resulting polarized atoms, with fixed speeds from the recoil of the photodissociation, can be used to study spindependent collisions with other target atoms or molecules in the beam, using the well-established photoloc technique ͓17͔, for which the collisions are initiated by the recoil speed of the polarized photofragments. For cases where the polarized atoms are used as a stationary polarized target, a disadvan- tage of this technique is that the polarized photofragments may need to be separated from the unphotodissociated parent molecules, which may constitute an unpolarized background that cannot be separated from the desired signal. In this case, the parent molecule can be prepared in a skimmed molecular beam, so that upon photodissociation or dissociative ionization the polarized atoms or ions can recoil beyond the molecular beam, where they can be collided with other targets, including electron or ion beams ͓26͔, or with a surface ͓27͔, or the spin orientation can be used to measure nuclear properties such as nuclear moments or directed particle emissions from radioactive decay ͓28-30͔. This separation procedure will lower the polarized atom density by at least an order of magnitude, but it still remains high enough for many potential applications.
Polarization transfer from the molecular rotation to the nuclear spin can be considered as a new and independent method for the preparation of highly polarized atomic or molecular gases. If the electronic angular momentum is also highly polarized by the photodissociation process itself, something that has been proved to happen when the photodissociation light is circularly polarized and the dissociation dynamics appropriately chosen ͓31͔, the polarization transfer between the electronic and the nuclear spin can be limited or completely stopped because both these angular momenta will be highly polarized. A combination of these two techniques can lead to the preparation of atomic gases with both the electronic and the nuclear spin highly polarized and at densities close to the parent molecule. Advantages of these techniques include production of polarized atoms on nanosecond timescales at much higher pulsed-densities than current techniques ͑as high as 10 16 atoms/ cm 3 ͒ for atomic systems that cannot be produced using optical pumping, such as the case of polarized 35 Cl͑ 2 P 3/2 ͒ atoms demonstrated here.
